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Edgar Degas (1834-1917) was born 

into a rich aristocratic family and, 

until he was in his 40s, was not 

obliged to sell his work in order to 

live.  He entered the Ecole des 

Beaux Arts in 1855 and spent time 

in Italy making copies of the works 

of the great Renaissance masters, 

acquiring a technical skill that was 

equal to theirs. 



Edgar Degas. The Bellelli Family, 1858-60, oil on canvas 



In this early, life-size group portrait, Degas displays his lifelong fascination 

with human relationships and his profound sense of human character.  In this 

case, it is the tense domestic situation of his Aunt Laure’s family that serves as 

his subject.  Apart from the aunt’s hand, which is placed limply on her 

daughter’s shoulder, Degas shows no physical contact between members of the 

family.  The atmosphere is cold and austere.  



Gennaro, Baron Bellelli, is shown turned toward his family, but he is seated in 

a corner with his back to the viewer and seems isolated from the other family 

members.  He had been exiled from Naples because of his political activities. 

Laure Bellelli stares off into the middle distance, significantly refusing to meet 

the glance of her husband, who is positioned on the opposite side of the 

painting.  She found her husband disagreeable and considered that he had no 

proper employment. Degas arranges his composition so that the table leg, 

fireplace, candle, and mirror form a vertical line separating the Baron from his 

family.  



Laure Bellelli is wearing a black 

dress because she is in mourning 

for her father. The drawing on 

the wall is by Degas.  It is a 

portrait from life of his 

grandfather- a successful bank 

who built up the family’s 

prosperity.  The portrait’s 

proximity to Laure signals her 

fondness for her father. 

 

The relationship between the 

parents was troubled, and his 

aunt complained about Gennaro’s 

“immensely disagreeable and 

dishonest” character. 

 

The dog is cut off by the edge of 

the picture. Degas increasingly 

employed the device of placing 

people and objects half in and 

half out of the picture.  It is an 

idea that was inspired by his 

interest in photography. 



Degas surely has arranged them, 

and turned the Bellellis into a 

diagram of family relationships: 

power, conflict, genetics, 

upbringing. In his staging and 

design, he lays them out with an 

almost fairy-tale clarity. 

 

And nobody, you notice, is 

looking at anybody. Nobody's 

eyes meet. Nobody is proudly or 

fondly gazing at spouse or child 

or sibling. And they don't have 

the excuse that they're all facing 

the front. Looks are simply 

averted. 

 

It's an acute psychological study, 

not just of the Bellellis, but of the 

viewer. Ask someone to tell you 

about Degas' Bellelli Family and 

they'll tell you all about 

themselves. 



Edgar Degas. The Morning Bath. c. 1883, 

pastel on paper 

 

As Degas’ eyesight began to fail in the 1870s, 

he switched from oil to pastel, a powdered 

pigment in stick form like chalk.  Pastels 

allowed him to draw and color at the same 

time, and he developed a highly original 

style, giving new strength to the medium.   

 

Degas was first to exhibit pastels as finished 

works rather than sketches and the only 

painter to produce a large body of major work 

in the medium.  

 

After 1886, Degas focused on voyeuristic 

pictures of women bathing, seen, he said, as 

if “through a keyhole,” denoting the unposed 

quality of the works. As with dancers and 

subjects in the cafes, he did not idealize the 

figures.  



Edgar Degas. The Tub, 1886, pastel on paper 

 

 “I show them deprived of their airs and affectations, reduced to the level of animals 

cleaning themselves,” he said.  This approach– to portray nudes unaware of observation, 

engaged in strictly utilitarian acts like toweling dry or combing their hair- gave 

nakedness for the first time a practical function in a picture. 



For the most part, the Japanese presentation of space in woodblock prints which were 

more readily available in the West than any other Asian art form, intrigued these artists. 

Because of the simplicity of the woodblock printing process, the Japanese prints feature 

broad areas of flat color with a limited amount of modulation or gradation.  

 

This flatness interested modernist painters, who sought ways to call attention to the 

picture’s surface. Degas, in fact, owned a print by the Japanese artist Torii Kiyonaga 

depicting eight women at a bath in various poses and states of undress. That print 

inspired Degas’ painting.  



Torii Kiyonaga. Two Women at the Bath, c. 

1780, color woodblock print 

 

A comparison between Degas’s bather and a 

detail of a bather from another of Kiyonaga’s 

prints is striking, although Degas did not 

closely copy any of the Japanese artist’s 

figures.  

 

Instead, he absorbed the essence of 

Japanese compositional style and the 

distinctive angles employed in representing 

human figures, and he translated them into 

the Impressionist mode.  



The often arbitrarily cut-off figures, the patterns of light splotches, and the blurriness of 

the images in this and other Degas works indicate the artist’s interest in reproducing 

single moments. They also reveal his fascination with photography. Degas not only 

studied the photographs of others but regularly used a camera to make preliminary 

studies for his works, particularly photographing figures in interiors.  



The Tub also reveals how Degas’s work, like that of the other Impressionists, continued 

the modernist exploration of the premises of painting by acknowledging the artwork’s 

surface. Although the viewer clearly perceives the woman as a depiction of a three-

dimensional form in space, the tabletop or shelf on the right of the image appears 

severely tilted, so much so it seems to parallel the picture plane. The two pitchers on the 

table complicate this visual conflict between the table’s flatness and the illusion of the 

bathing woman’s three-dimensional volume. The limited foreshortening of the pitchers 

and their shared edge, in conjunction with the rest of the image, create a visual 

perplexity for the viewer.  



Mary Cassatt. The Bath, c. 1892, oil on 

canvas 

 

Although he hated to admit a woman 

could draw so well, when Degas first saw 

the American Mary Cassatt’s (1845-1926) 

work, he said, ‘There is a person who 

feels as I do.’ Soon after they became 

lifelong friends, and Cassatt began to 

exhibit with the Impressionists. 

 

Born to a wealthy Pennsylvania family, 

she left the United States as soon as 

possible to study art in Europe before 

setting in Paris. Since women were not 

permitted to be alone with any man 

except a relation, Cassatt’s only male 

subjects were her father, brothers, and 

Degas (she destroyed that canvas). Her 

trademark images were portraits of 

mothers and children. 



Left: Mary Cassatt. The Letter, 1891, etching and aquatint 

Right: Suzuki Harunobu. Whispering, c. 1766-68, color woodblock print 

 

Inspired by Japanese prints, Cassatt adopted- in oils, pastels, and prints- their brightly 

colored, flat images and sharp designs.  A gifted draftsman, like Degas she crisply and 

precisely outlined her figures and composed tautly calculated designs.  Her figures 

typically dominate the picture space, crammed close to the surface, but are surrounded 

by expressive space, for Cassatt exploited the visual power of space between objects. 



Cassatt brought a unique sensitivity to 

domestic themes that featured mothers 

and children enjoying everyday tasks and 

diversions. In protective poses with faces 

close together, they touch, caress, and 

embrace.  

 

Thus, like Manet, Cassatt secularized 

and updated an age-old, popular theme: 

that of mother and child.  These gentle 

and optimistic images appealed to 

American collectors and did much to 

increase the popularity of impressionist 

art in the United States. 

 

Keenly aware of restraints imposed on all 

women, Cassatt became both a socialist 

and supporter of women’s suffrage. Yet 

the so-called ‘Madonna of American art’ 

preferred life in Paris to that in 

prefeminist America.  



Suzuki Harunobu. Evening Bell at the 

Clock from Eight Views of the Parlor 

Series, c. 1765, woodblock print 

 

Suzuki Harunobu (1725-70) was a 

Japanese artist with close ties to one of 

the leading haikai (poetry) clubs in 

Edo (modern-day Tokyo).  His 

exploitation of the full-color woodblock  

print made him one of the most 

successful commercial designers in 

Edo- so successful that other artists 

made forgeries of his work even during 

his lifetime.   

 

Between 1765 and his death five years 

later he is thought to have produced at 

least a thousand designs, many of 

them featuring one or two young 

beauties set against delicately colored 

or patterned backgrounds that took 

full advantage of the technical 

advantages in printing. 



Harunobu’s figures have tiny hands 

and feet, perhaps symbolizing a 

powerlessness to resist male advances.  

Bodies are fragile, almost weightless, 

and seemingly prone to inertia.  The 

women’s oval faces are stereotyped, 

completely devoid of individuality, and 

they betray little evidence of age, 

experience, or emotion of any sort.  

 

Yet as Harunobu experimented with 

composition and color schemes over 

about five years, he turned these 

unassuming young female figures into 

players in an intriguing universe of 

complex lyricism.  Borrowing from 

ancient poetry anthologies, he included 

poems in many of his prints that often 

have no relation to the image except to 

add an aura of poesy, nostalgia, and 

elegance. 



As the tradition took root to the north 

in Edo, the printing techniques 

changed rapidly- along with the 

themes the artists illustrated.  The 

name for the new style of printmaking, 

the ukiyo-e style (‘pictures of the 

floating or passing world’), comes from 

a Buddhist term describing the 

transience or ephemeral quality of 

earthly existence.   

 

It was originally applied to paintings 

of such subjects before inexpensive 

printing techniques were developed to 

make such images available to the 

public at large.   

 

In its new context, ukiyo-e also means 

images of the ‘modern’ and 

‘fashionable’ world; experiences of 

passing things including the erotic and 

risqué that might be enjoyed as long as 

they lasted. 



Suzuki Harunobu. Shimizu, from Seven Komachi, 

c.1767, woodblock  

 

Here, a courtesan, on the right, and her teenage 

apprentice pause for a moment to look back at the 

cherry blossoms.  The courtesan’s outer robes, with the 

sash tied in front in the manner of her profession, is 

decorated with a scene of a plank bridge amid a marsh 

of iris blooms.  The scene evokes the classical literary 

associations of the eight-fold bridge chapter from the 

tenth-century classic Tales of Ise.  

 

In reality, only a small percentage of courtesans could 

command the respect afforded in Harunobu’s prints, 

but an entire unsavory system gained a certain 

cultural credibility in the creation of an ideal.  



The inscribed verse on this print appears to be a 

burlesque of a poem thought to be included in the 

now-lost medieval “noh” (traditional Japanese 

theater) play Shimizu Komachi.  

 

The common version, alluding to the waterfall used 

for ritual ablutions at the temple, has the poet 

reflecting on growing old: “How is it that/ my body 

has aged/ all to no avail,/ while the view of the 

waterfall/ remains forever unchanged?”   

 

The artist has playfully altered a few words to 

change the poem’s meaning to “How is it that my 

sash has been loosened, all to no avail…” The 

implication is that the courtesan’s elaborate obi has 

loosened its knots for many a client, but all to no 

avail. 



 

 

Kyoka (‘crazy verse’) is a form of poetry that parodies 

and updates classical waka, through witty topical 

allusions and puns.   

 

The genre originated in the Kyoto-Osaka area, gaining 

only a limited number of practitioners until it spread to 

Edo, where it became immensely popular, spurring 

interrelated developments in the performing, visual, and 

literary arts.  

 

 Kyoka societies, whose membership often overlapped 

with that of Kabuki fan clubs, contributed to the growth 

of a distinctive urban aesthetic sensibility in Edo. 



Mary Cassatt, The Coiffure, 1890-

1891, drypoint and aquatint on 

laid paper 

 

This drypoint etching, The 

Coiffure, of a woman adjusting her 

hair is one of the hundreds that 

Mary Cassatt made in her in-home 

studio in the summer and fall of 

1890 and in the winter of 1891. 

 

The word “la coiffure” evokes a 

precise image, one of wealthy 

women in glamorous settings. The 

ritual of grooming, dressing, and 

preparing one’s hair from the 

seventeenth and eighteenth 

century court days of Anne of 

Austria and Marie Antoinette was 

passed down to nineteenth-century 

ideals of femininity and beauty.  



Kitagawa Utamaro, Takashima 

Ohisa Using Two Mirrors to Observe 

Her Coiffure, c. 1795, woodblock 

print, ink and color on paper 

 

It was inspired in part by a 

woodblock print in her personal 

collection, Kitagawa Utamaro’s 

boudoir image of the daughter of a 

prosperous Edo businessman, 

Takashima Ohisa Using Two 

Mirrors to Observe Her Coiffure 

(above). 

 

 La Coiffure also has its art 

historical roots in Old Master 

paintings of women bathing and the 

odalisque though it departs from 

those conventional models to become 

a tightly crafted exercise in form and 

composition.  



To wear an elaborate hairstyle such as 

those depicted in this magazine 

illustration by George Girard, one needed 

to have a maid to help with one’s hair. “La 

coiffure” was part of a specific lifestyle. 

Yet the woman in Cassatt’s print is 

tending to her hair alone. Perhaps what 

we are seeing is a working woman getting 

ready to start her day. The counterpoint of 

the print’s title and the reality of its 

subject matter characterizes the ironic 

tension within the image.  

 

The woman in Cassatt's La Coiffure sits in 

a plush armchair in front of mirror, her 

head focused downward, her back arched, 

as she adjusts her bun. The voyeuristic 

element to the scene is drawn from 

precedents in works by Rembrandt 

(Bathsheba at Her Bath, 1654) and Ingres 

(La Grand Odalisque, 1814), which 

Cassatt studied at the Louvre when she 

was a young student in the mid 1860s.  



The woman in La Coiffure, unlike 

Rembrandt’s Bathsheba or Ingres’ 

Odalisque, is not sexualized.  

 

Though her breasts are exposed, her 

chest and the details of her body are 

deliberately muted into an overall 

structure of curves and crisp lines.  

 

This is an exercise in clarity and 

tone where the subject, the woman’s 

body, is a compositional element 

in the picture—as vividly realized as 

the other significant patterns of the 

room—the wallpaper, the fabric of 

the armchair, and the carpet. 

 

As the viewer, we are placed at a 

slight leftward angle from the 

woman in the chair so that we see 

her through her reflection in the 

mirror while she is looking away 

from it. 



The downward gaze is similar to that of the model in the Utamaro, is done partly in 

homage to the modesty of the female subject in the ukiyo-e prints (artists were always 

aware that their works were made for a male-dominated market and designed them 

to be enticing) and partly as a study of shape and line, so that the viewer, realizing 

that he or she is not looking at a psychological portrait, could focus more intently on 

the compositional elements of the work.  

 

The prints provided artists with an opportunity to showcase their skill in concision—

using no more than is necessary to convey an idea—the way a haiku poet showcases 

similar skill within the three lines and seventeen syllables of the poem. 



Below left: Edgar Degas, At the Mirror, 

1885-86, pastel 

 

The curve of the woman’s sloping back 

and neck echoes the curves of the chair 

which stand in contrast to the vertical 

lines of the mirror—a compositional 

counterpoint that further enhances the 

tension within the tight composition.  

 

The limited color palette of shades of rose, 

brown, and white, enables us to 

focus closely on the form and clarity of 

line. It also mimics the quality of pastels, 

which Cassatt, like her friend Edgar 

Degas, often liked to use.  

 

Through the process of the drypoint and 

aquatint etching, La Coiffure combines 

Cassatt’s propensity for hazy shading and 

soft tones with a bold sharpness in line 

allowing the artist to integrate the 

qualities of two disparate media.  



Mary Cassatt, Woman Bathing, 1890-

91, color aquatint, with drypoint from 

three plates, on off-white laid paper, 

sheet 

 

The companion piece to La Coiffure is 

Woman Bathing, another image of a 

woman, bare-chested and half-

dressed, grooming before a mirror.  

 

In the spirit of ukiyo-e and 

Impressionism, these prints capture 

fugitive, fleeting moments of the busy 

lives of the Parisian bourgeois and 

working class.  

 

Cassatt’s motivation in making the 

prints was to make her art more 

accessible for a large audience. She 

believed that everyone, regardless of 

income or social position, should be 

able to experience art and to own 

works they enjoy. 



Cassatt wrote: “I believe [nothing] will 

inspire a taste for art more than the 

possibility of having it in the home. I 

should like to feel that amateurs in 

America could have an example of my 

work, a print or an etching, for a few 

dollars. That is what they do in 

France. It is not left to the rich alone 

to buy art; the people—even the 

poor—have taste and buy according to 

their means, and here they can always 

find something they can afford.” 

 

This philosophy of art for the masses 

wasn’t always popular with Mary 

Cassatt’s contemporaries, like John 

Singer Sargent and the art historian 

Vernon Lee (Violet Paget), who viewed 

Cassatt’s printmaking as a dilution of 

her precious talent.  



Mary Cassatt. The Tea. 1880, oil on canvas 



The Tea is set in a contemporary drawing room, 

sometimes described as Cassatt’s own. The fine 

striped wallpaper and carved marble fireplace, 

ornamented with an elaborately framed painting and 

a porcelain jar, are typical of an upper-middle class 

Parisian interior, and the antique silver tea service 

on the foreground table implies a distinguished 

family history.  

 

The two women play the traditional roles of hostess 

and guest, although it appears that their 

conversation has lapsed: the hostess (on the left, in a 

simple brown day dress) rests her hand on her chin 

while her guest (wearing the hat, scarf, and gloves 

that indicate she has stepped in from outside) sips 

her tea.  

 

The hostess is often identified as Cassatt’s sister 

Lydia and the guest as a family friend, but it is 

equally likely the women were Cassatt’s usual 

models, one brunette and one blonde; the women 

appear in several of Cassatt’s contemporary scenes of 

women at the opera. 



Despite these conservative and tasteful 

surroundings, Cassatt’s painting is a declaration 

of modernity that demonstrates her rejection of 

several traditional artistic conventions.  

 

First, Cassatt denies the human form its usual 

compositional primacy: the tea service seems 

larger in scale than the women themselves. This 

pictorial conceit of giving inanimate objects equal 

priority with figures was sometimes employed by 

Cassatt’s friend Degas.  

 

Cassatt further defies custom by obscuring the 

face of her subject, rendering the guest in the 

transitory act of drinking. The guest’s pose is a 

momentary one, for she will soon lift the delicate 

cup from her lips and replace it on the saucer she 

balances in her left hand.  



 

By selecting the only point in the action when her subject’s face is almost completely 

hidden by the teacup, Cassatt reiterates her modernist creed that her painting is not 

only about representing likeness, but also about design and color. She uses the oval 

shapes of cups and saucers, trays, hats, and faces as repetitive patterns, offsetting the 

strict graphic geometry of the gray and rose striped wallpaper. 

 

Cassatt’s concentration upon the formal elements of her composition earned her 

disapproval from contemporary critics when the painting was first shown in Paris 

during the fifth Impressionist exhibition of 1880. Paul Mantz, generally a conservative 

writer, called it “poorly drawn” and commented upon the “wretched sugar bowl link 

remains floating in the air like a dream, link while Philippe Burty, a respected critic 

who often supported the Impressionists, regretted her “partially completed image.” 



Berthe Morisot. The Mother and 

Sister of the Artist, 1868-1870, oil on 

canvas 

 

In an 1876 review, a sarcastic critic 

referred to participants in the second 

Impressionist exhibition as "five or 

six lunatics—among them a 

woman—a group of unfortunate 

creatures."  

 

Berthe Morisot is the woman to 

whom he alluded. Morisot, an 

original member of the group, 

showed in seven of its eight 

exhibitions and contributed 

financially to sustain the 

impressionist movement.  

 

The Mother and Sister of the Artist, 

one of Morisot's largest works, was 

exhibited at the Salon of 1870 and 

perhaps again in 1874 at the first 

Impressionist exhibition. 



The painting, a family portrait and an 

intimate domestic genre scene, was 

begun when Morisot's sister Edma 

Pontillon stayed with her family in the 

winter of 1869–1870 to await the birth of 

her first child, a pregnancy discreetly 

disguised by Edma's loose white morning 

robe.  

 

Anxious about sending the painting to 

the Salon, Morisot solicited Manet's 

advice, and on the last day for 

submissions he visited the Morisot home. 

Morisot's correspondence reveals that, 

rather than offer verbal suggestions, 

Manet extensively repainted the figure of 

the artist's mother.  

 

Manet's suave shorthand, seen in the 

mother's features and black dress, differs 

obviously from the nervous refinement of 

Morisot's touch in her sister's features, 

the floral upholstery, and the reflections 

in the mirror over Edma's head. 



1875 photograph of Berthe Morisot 

 

Berthe and Edma Morisot traveled to 

Paris to study and copy works by the 

Old Masters at the Louvre Museum 

in the late 1850s under Joseph 

Guichard.  

 

In 1868, fellow artist Henri Fantin-

Latour introduced Berthe Morisot to 

douard Manet. The two formed a 

lasting friendship and greatly 

influenced one another's work. Berthe 

soon eschewed the paintings of her 

past with Corot, migrating instead 

toward Manet's more unconventional 

and modern approach. She also 

befriended the Impressionists Edgar 

Degas and Frédéric Bazille and in 

1874, refused to show her work at the 

Salon. She instead agreed to be in the 

first independent show of 

Impressionist paintings. 



Berthe Morisot. The Cradle, 

1872, oil on canvas 

 

In 1874, Berthe Morisot 

married Manet's younger 

brother, Eugene, also a painter. 

The marriage provided her 

with social and financial 

stability while she continued to 

pursue her painting career.  

 

Able to dedicate herself wholly 

to her craft, Morisot 

participated in the 

Impressionist exhibitions every 

year except 1877, when she 

was pregnant with her 

daughter. 



Gustave Caillebotte. Man at his 

Bath, 1884, oil on canvas 

 

Caillebotte often painted Parisian 

men and women on the street or in 

their homes. Here a lone male 

bather inhabits a private space, 

devoid of decoration.  

 

Caillebotte painted both male and 

female nudes, but this composition 

was among his most ambitious. The 

artist may have turned to the 

subject after acquiring some of 

Edgar Degas’s female bathers of the 

1870s. 



The Subject of Gustave Caillebotte’s Man at 

his Bath, a nude man at his toilette, 

presents us with an intriguing proposition: 

we are invited to look at a man at a moment 

of physical intimacy, yet his back is turned 

to us in a way that keeps us distant from 

him.  

 

It might be easy, in other words, to assume 

we are catching a full glimpse of a man in a 

vulnerable and even eroticized moment: he 

is nude and we are interrupting his privacy. 

Indeed, Caillebotte’s painterly emphasis on 

the man’s body tempts us to see Man at his 

Bath as voyeuristically erotic, and perhaps 

indicative of an unsettling power imbalance 

between a painter and his subject.  

 

Admittedly, the painting is, to varying 

degrees, all of these things. But it would be 

simplistic to assume that Caillebotte merely 

intends to furnish his own or his audience’s 

pleasure.  



Caillebotte’s 1884 impressionistic painting 

instead delineates the limits of physical 

intimacy: the subject’s very sexualization 

surprisingly alienates us from seeing him and 

thus from having a real sense of knowing him.  

 

Man at his Bath is fundamentally about 

access: the kind of access Caillebotte and we as 

viewers have to the bather certainly seems 

intimate. The painting’s premise forces us into 

a stranger’s personal moment even as it 

suggests that the artist and the subject are not 

themselves strangers to one another.  

 

Caillebotte constructs this assumed familiarity 

through the painting’s title and setting. The 

room is, noticeably, a bathroom, a private 

location that suggests a site of confidence, a 

place that is consummately interior. This 

setting suggests that the painting’s subject is 

consummately interior as well, and that seeing 

such a scene invites us to see the man as he 

really is. 



DOMESTIC LIFE and SURROUNDINGS: 
IMPRESSIONISM: 

(Degas, Cassatt, Morisot, and Caillebotte) 



STUDENT PRESENTATION #1: 

 

After completing your research on these 

works by Edgar Degas, devise a 

question to present to and answer for 

the class. Create a five-point rubric in 

which a ten-minute response might be 

formally assessed. You may choose to 

address only one painting or both.  



STUDENT PRESENTATION #2: 

 

After completing your on La Coiffure 

by Mary Cassatt, devise a question to 

present to and answer for the class. 

Create a five-point rubric in which a 

ten-minute response might be 

formally assessed.  


